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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to our fourth issue for 2020, of 
the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.  

Free of charge, feel free to print this 
Newsletter and put in your own binder. 
Please forward to all your Checker friends 
too and share the fun. 

We regret to inform that the August Das 
Awscht Fest have been canceled due to 
the COVID-19 crisis. 

This Newsletter is filled with Checker 
content. We are constantly trying to find 
new ways to improve the Checker 
experience. Thanks to all who submitted 
content:  ICTA member updates, photo 
submissions and history articles.

While other Checker clubs continue to 
struggle with financial issues and an 
inability to print their quarterly 
newsletters, I am happy to report that

this club is stronger than ever. 

We have approximately 1000 
members on Facebook and 250 
members within our electronic email 
list.  We have 535 Youtube followers.

Over the last month our website has 
consistently received 14,000 views a 
week.   Since its creation, our Youtube
channel has received over 200,000 
views!

Most importantly our members are 
active.  This Newsletter represents 
the work of over twenty Checker fans!

We have consistently presented new 
Checker content, six issues a year, 
published on time every two months 
like clockwork. 

Please enjoy issue: volume 6 issue 4. 

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,  & 

1957  Checkers

Cover Photo: Emerson Zentz
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Adam Burlett’s Texas Wagon

“History documents were found at the Gilmore auto museum, 
car was delivered to a dealership in Arizona, this 1964 Checker 
wagon was originally white with a red top, had power windows

including rear gate. The car was bought missing a few 
key pieces to make it all work again. It will have to be 
converted to manual windows as you all know how 
hard it is to find parts.

The green 1964 Checker wagon progress has slowed 
down due to this Covid 19 event. Students at our 
campus, Tennessee College of Applied Technology 
(TCAT) of Murfreesboro TN were being taught mostly 
online for the past few months. We just started back 
3 weeks ago but only in 1/3 capacity. In this throw 
away world of car repair revolving around electric. 
Students have a hard time visualizing the concepts of 
how something works. Bringing in a car like this 
Checker with parts that can be dissected becomes 
beneficial to straighten out a puzzled learner.

In the past update, the mechanical aspect the car 
had under gone a front disc brake conversion, the 
whole front and rear suspension was redone with 
new bushings and balljoints. A 400 Chevy engine was 
chosen to take the place of the original 283 and was

Lawrence/Haverhill Scrapyard Checker Update
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in the process of being rebuilt.

The new progress the learners have made, was the engine rebuild got 
finished up. However we ran into a snag with hooking up the 
accessory’s on the front of the engine. Nothing lined up, 283 pulleys 
would not work on the 400 and the 400 pulleys would not work on the 
checker. The fan set up would have been too close to the radiator. The 
purchase of the smashed 1970 checker solved this dilemma as the 
complete set of brackets and pulleys were the exact ones needed. 
There are close to having this motor running on the runst and out side 
the car.

The update on the car body the autobody collision program at our 
school needed some small fill in projects for the students to learn their 
trade. The smashed in right front fender (inner and outer) has been 
reshaped by 2 students using hammer and dolly method. A little more 
finesse and it will be ready for final priming. Auto body class like the 
mechanical utilizes the car as a stand by, fill in material. As we do not 
have this Checker as priority 1, other things are to be taught first.

Things on the horizon for the 1964 Checker wagon, wiring, dash and 
interior items will be transferred over from the smashed up 1970 
Checker.
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Joe Fay

The 1967 Checker wagon, went through a major 
renovation and ultimately was put back on the 
road. Dented body panels were removed and 
replace with rust free solid units. Floor rust was cut 
out and sheet metal was bolted into the floors.

The rusted tailgate was replaced with a solid used 
1960 tailgate.  Door panels were replaced with NOS 
Checker Model A9 door panels. Tires and brakes 
were replaced and used hubcaps were purchased. 
A local auto shop got the car running and installed 
a new battery. Mr. Fay painted the car and installed 
vinyl flooring and kick panels, repaired the cracked 
steering wheel and removed all window tinting.

In May the car was listed on Ebay. To say there was 
a lot of interest in the wagon would be an 
understatement! The Checker was pickup on the 
antique car blog Barnfinds.  The Barnfinds blog’s 
seem to generate a lot of interest. The Ebay auction 

had over 7000 hit/views! Ultimately six bidders bid on the Checker 
to a very nice price. Key learning here was with some promotion, 
Checkers can be highly marketable. Here’s the link to the 
Barnfinds blog.

https://barnfinds.com/one-of-413-1967-checker-wagon/

https://barnfinds.com/one-of-413-1967-checker-wagon/
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The car was purchased by a guy named Bob from Oscala, Florida. 
Now at its home in Florida, Bob has sent several complimentary 
emails. He’s very happy with his new project and expects to make 
the wagon his future everyday car!

Fay also saved a 1979 Checker A12e formal roof 
Checker. It was recently sold to ICTA member 
Robert Ferdon. Robert is fairly new to Checkers, a 
little over a year ago he and his buddy restored a 
Checker A12. Like many others Bob caught the 
Checker bug and decided to buy one for himself.

Ferdon purchased a great starter Checker. This 
Checker had significant forklift damage, performed 
by its crazed former owner. It has some repairable 
floor rust and a very solid frame. Significant money 
was spent to get the car running again, and effort 
was invested in putting in a nice used fuel tank 
supplied by Dan Smith.

Enough work was performed to get the car running 
again as demonstrated by the following short 
video. Along with the car, Bob purchased a front 
clip and other parts required to bring the A12 back.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1
3&v=U_BSnd_tS30&feature=emb_title
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Bob took delivery in April and trailered it home to Erie, PA. 
Looks like Bob has a nice project to have fun with over the 
summer.

Dan Smith

At the time that Bob’s car was saved from the Lawrence 
crushing yard, a second sister A12 was also saved. In 2019 
both cars were shipped from Lawrence to Ben Merkel’s place 
in Middlefield, Ohio.

Bob’s Checker was later shipped to Joe Fay in Toledo, the 
second car owned by Dan Smith remained at Merkel’s place. 
We’re happy to report that this car is now being prepared 
and readied for shipping to Phoenix, Arizona to Smith’s new 
Checker farm.

Smith has also purchased a significant amount of Checker 
parts from various Midwest Checker collectors, all those 
parts are being stuffed into the A12e for shipping. Check out 
the picture of Ben Merkel’s creative packing! Once ready, 
Pete Talanca and Ben Merkel will travel west to deliver. Its 
not clear what Dan’s plans are for the Checker?

When Dan purchased this car in February of 2019, Dan was 
not dealing with the liquidation of Joe Pollard’s Checker 
parts business, clearly today, Dan has more on his plate.

In the end it looks like a number of Checkers are well on 
their way to being saved. Some of the ICTA critics wonder 
why we made such a fuss? Saving Checkers is very 
important to our members. Christian Hutter made a 
observation regarding the Ebay transaction, “What a 
Cinderella story. Saved from the clutches of doom to finding 
a new home to live on in glory.” We, at the ICTA are happy 
to create Cinderella Checker stories.
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Checker Illustrations of 1964

Recently upon review of a series of Checker brochures, this reader 
noticed some significant differences with Checker brochures that seemed 
to form a pattern.  Checker brochures vary from year to year alternating 
between the depictions of Checkers with either photographs or 
illustrated renderings?

Today advertising is dominated by 
photography, but back in the day, illustrations 
were the dominant genre to depict products.
These types of ads were typically created by 
an illustrator From and advertising 
perspective, an illustrator is paid to pictorially 
portray the client’s message. The illustrator 
must problem-solve. 

The client has a question: how do I get 
consumers to want my product? The illustrator 
answers that question: simple, show a cool 
character having fun with that product. The 
illustrator communicates that message 
through the artwork. 

For 1964 Checker seemed interested in 
creating luxurious Checkers in dramatic 
settings. Checkers were expensive, perhaps 
Checker was hoping to create a new image.

The 1964 Checker brochures used illustrations
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rather than photography. These lush images depicted 
scenes of glamour and sophistication populated by suave, 
well-attired cosmopolitan characters, always 
accompanied by a larger-than-life Checker with 
shimmering chrome and glistening paintwork.

The images depict Checkers in a variety of luxury settings 
such as a Checker set for nighttime yachting, or on a golf 
course with the sporting set, on the drive of an opulent 
estate and ready for commercial service at a jet age 
airport.

Its unclear who the illustrator was, whoever it was, their 
work was fantastic. The illustrations portray a style that 
used color sparingly. The bold use of a background color 
allows the viewer to focus on contrary colored Checker. 
This seems allows for the capture of a dramatic scenes 
with a high-contrast depiction of a Checker that pops out.

Here’s a sample of some of these great illustrations for 
1964 on the following pages
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Illustration Postscript:  It appears that many of the illustrations were developed from photographs, heres a 
sample, the real 1962 promotional photo and the 1964 illustration



Stephen Fiorenzo
recently visited The 
Gilmore Museum in 
Hickory Corners, 
Michigan and was kind 
enough to share some 
fantastic photos of the 
1923 Checker Model H

12
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Checker Ambulances, 
Some Historical 
Perspective

In 1957 Checker introduced the 
Adaptobile, based on a standard 
Checker, but with various 
features and functions that 
would allow the Checker to be 
uses as an Ambulance or mini-
bus. Seats could be removed to 
allow patient transportation.

According to the brochure, the 
Adaptobile could serve as a 
convalescent’s car perfect for 
nursing homes or hospitals. The

brochure states that the Adaptobile can be easily converted into a convalescents car easily and quickly, so easy in fact 
“even an a women can do it a matter of minutes thanks to the lightness and engineering design of parts”.

Equipped with ramps, the Adaptobile had the capabilities to allow for a wheel chair or stretcher to be loaded and clamped 
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down to the linoleum floors. The 
ramps weighs only 4 LBS each 
which explains why women could 
easily convert the Checker to 
ambulance mode. As with any 
Checker, flat floors and extra wide 
doors enhanced Checker ability to 
serve patients.

The Checker body was not 
enhanced in any way but multiple 
interior configurations set the 
Adaptobile apart from standard 
Checkers. The driver sat in a bucket 
seat. That bucket seat could flip 
forward to allow for stretcher 
loading. The rear seat was split in 
two. Each cushion could be 
removed for the addition of a table 
or added head space to allow the 
patient to lay flat on a stretcher.
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he Adaptobile would continue to be produced when the 
Checker A9/11 replaced the Checker A8 body style, that said 
the name Adaptobile name was dropped and the new name 
Cabulance was used in most promotional material. The 
Cabulance sported all of the same features found in the 
Adaptobile.

Checker clearly had success with both the Adaptobile and 
Cabulance so much so,  that these vehicles were produced 
for about 15 years. Additionally the success of the ambulets
would serve as a standard for the development of the 
Medicar produced from 1969 and 1970.

For this writer, the bigger question is: did Checker produce 
similar ambulets prior to the introduction of the 
Adaptomobile? The answer is not that clear, but there is 
photographic evidence of test mules and engineering 
designs.

In the immediate Post War period, Checker Model D 
developed as a replacement for the Model A. A very 
unconventional design, It would be a front wheel drive

Dietrich designed Model D Sedan Based Cabulance

Dietrich designed Model D Van Based Cabulance
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vehicle with a transverse engine 
mounted forward of the cab. Plans 
called for a significant number of 
variations to be produced, including 
sedans, limos, coupes, convertibles 
and light trucks. In addition of the 
planned increase in models, two 
ambulets were laid out on the 
design board.

From the Raymond Dietrich library, 
we have found two proposed Model 
D vehicles, an Adaptobile and a van 
based Ambulance. The Model D 
Adaptobile seems to indicate the 
same features of the 1957 
Adaptobile, one driver seat and a 
side lane to allow for a full stretcher.

Also with In Dietrich drawing is a full 
fledge Ambulance. The drawing 
portrays a standard Ambulance on
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an extended wheelbase. The overall appearance is similar to a standard panel 
truck. Unfortunately the Model D never went into production, however the 
Model D body design did morph into the 1947 Model A2.

Its not clear whether and Model A2, A4 or A6 were developed into an 
ambulance. That said, we have found some photographic evidence that 
ambulance proposal was created. This writer has obtained a photographic 
negative of a body test.
By body test, to be clear, a human body test. The photograph depicts a man 
being inserted into the trunk of an A4. Also interesting is the fact that the body 
has been altered with a wooden floor. We’ll give the Checker engineers an A for 
effort, but it does not seem likely that this configuration would ever see the light 
of day. Inserting a patient into a car via the trunk lid just seems like a bridge too 
far.

We have also found an interesting advertisement regarding a proposed Checker 
ambulance based on an A12W6. The advertisements depicts a highly touched

up photo of an ambulance built on a A12W6 chassis. The main difference is that the ambulance displays four door, not 
six. The rear fender is larger than a standard Checker fender, it’s increased length would cover the eliminated fifth and 
sixth door. The advertisement was an attempt to see if there was a market for this Ambulance. Claiming “We Could, 
BUT”, at the bottom of the advertisement there is a mail in coupon to register interest.
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Based on the A12W6, five new body stampings 
would be required: two inner and outer rear 
fenders, and a roof stamping. Given a larger Checker 
ambulance was never produced, its pretty clear that 
not enough interest coupons were mailed to 
Kalamazoo.

In the big picture Checker never fully established the 
company as an Ambulance manufacture. Perhaps 
with different marketing and a little risk the results 
may have been more impactful

Special thanks to Bruce Uhrich for supplying 
access to Cabulance brochures and photos



Chris Monier

Chris is tackling the Checker A11 that he 
picked up in Arizona last year.  He just 
recently completed respraying yellow withing 
the door jams and engines bay.  

In June, Chris in now taking on the front end. 

Thankfully he has a parts Checker A11 for 
some of the difficult to find parts.
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William Crawford

Bill has been working on more 
music videos!  According to Bill 
“shot a music video for a young 
rapper today, his name is Corey 
Allen Brown, his stage name is 
C.A.B.”
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Parker Dillmann

Parker has been very busy 
pulling out the rear-end and 
then overhauling the whole 
unit.  Additionally Parker has 
been plumbing the new 
brake lines and test fitting 
new rubber
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Todd Cochran
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Todd has been very busy 
this Summer painting his 
A11e.  According to Todd 
“Reinforced the rear doors 
to avoid the dreaded 
sagging.”



AJ Voiles
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According to AJ “just picked this one up. They had a vision. She is 
really solid. Good bones!!”  Well its certainly interesting a cross 
between a pimp car and a Rolls Royce.  We’re sure AJ is going to have 
a lot of fun!
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June 6th, Laddie Vitek, Joe Fay, Emerson Zentz, Tom & 
Heather Schwartz and their daughter Evie paid Ben 
Merkel visit at Twilight Taxi in Middlefield, Ohio.  Ben 
provided a grand tour of the his large collection of 
Checker and other special interest autos.  Thanks Ben!

OHIO FUN!



The Loss of a Checker Cab 
Operator

Sad news, ICTA member and Checker Cab operator, John 
DiDomizio passed away Tuesday morning on June 23rd. Our 
condolences to his family and friends. Here's the back story 
on John's fleet.

For close to ten years John had built a significant fleet of 
Checkers that operated out of Clearwater, Florida. All were 
restored and brought back to a condition where they could 
again provide reliable taxicab service 24 hours a day.

In 2018 John informed us that he was liquidating the 
business and selling the entire fleet. This past March we 
received John’s last update.   “The fleet has been sold in 
pieces to people all over the US. Some are going to be in 
movies others will be garaged and will be fully restored for 
personal collections. I’m proud to of had them all these years 
that I have, there a great group of cars I wish everyone that 
owns one all the best to enjoy. It’s a beautiful area to keep a 
life I truly love these cars enjoy everyone. God bless.”

27
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The Good Old Days

1925 Model F

1941 Model A

1931 Model M
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Ben Merkel

June 19th Facebook Group Frontend Friday Challenge

Joe Fay Michael Chan

Parker Dillmann Stephen Fiorenzo AJ Voiles
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Adam Burlett Mike Fricano Mitch Packer

Bob Gladstone Chris Monier Dave Powers
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ICTA Member Photo Submissions

Bruce Uhrich

Bill Crawford

Emerson Zentz

David Kniffen

Darryn Shipton
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A long-ignored vehicle in someone’s backyard, garage, or 

driveway usually has a story associated with it.

Particularly if it is special, desirable or unique in some way. Part of 

that story frequently involves the current owner’s unrealistic 

intention to rebuild it someday. Occasionally in a moment of 

weakness or revelation the owner agrees to transfer the project to 

an interested party. The vehicle then gets the kind of attention it 

has long needed and rediscovers the freedom of the open road.

This is one of those success stories, brought to completion by a 

military member shortly after the September 11th terrorist attack 

on America. The story of Bud, the Checker Aerobus should inspire 

anyone with a neglected project vehicle.

Available on Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1651917248/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_xq
m7EbTWM94VQ?fbclid=IwAR1sh0KadAosC2opNRYPDUn3XOikvPdnOJhx
5I6JnDbzUaOhwNuyiDTmGzU

AEROBUS by Ed Cahoon
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ICTA member Scott Garnet at Checker Tees is offering several 
more new designs. The Checker Model E design comes right 
off the 1925 Checker Cab Manufacturing Parts Manual. He’s 
also offering a new standard NYC Checker design. These will be 
add to the other T-Shirts that are currently offered. For more 
information Check out the Checker Tees website

https://www.checkertees.com/checker_tees/shop/product-
detail/1000305

https://www.checkertees.com/checker_tees/shop/product-detail/1000305
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1965 Checker marathon
Mesquite, TX

FACEBOOK MARKETPLACE Advertisement effective 6/28/2020

I have a 1965 
checker marathon 
for sale, still runs, 
but it is missing few 
stuff and it doesn't 
have break. ( OBO )

Facebook link

https://www.faceboo
k.com/marketplace/i
tem/2862679823698
43/

1967 Checker marathon Trade 4 a 18 
ft fishing boat or $6200

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/it
em/629044697688908/
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1973 Checker Marathon, 350 V-8, 54,000 original miles. 
Runs great, plenty of power, well maintained, fun to drive, 
lots of room for friends, and has been garaged for a good 
portion of its life. Body wear in the usually spots. Consumer 
version never used as a taxi. Has been in the same family 
since purchased new in 1973. Not a car you will see every 
day.

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/19413
1981938094/

New engine, new carburetor and radiator, needs 
loving care, jumper seats

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/67
2938956804848/
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1968 Checker marathon
San Antonio, TX  $3350.00

Car is located in Houston Tx, don’t waste my x or yours 
asking if it’s still available, and price is FIRM(this means NO 
OFFERS).*** So, I bought Thanksgiving 2018. Before that it 
sat in dry storage(as u c in a few pics) for exactly 30 years 
along with 65(light blue one shown in one pic.  If u know 
Checker’s @ all, then u know MOST f/s hv/had RUST!  
because MOST were sold, driven on the East Coast, Mid 
West where they saw a ton of snow/salt.

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/1468811
209959244/

1965 Checker Marathon Cab modified : Shriner's 
Parade car This is 2 front clips from this car making it 
look like you are coming & going. It has been sitting 
for several years. Engine runs but needs brakes, gas 
tank cleaned, etc. 6 cylinder Inline Chevy motor 3 on 
the tree Weird Stuff Antiques 
www.WeirdStuffAntiques.com 1703 W. 9th St. Kansas 
City, MO 64101 [hidden information] call or text Friday 
- Sunday : 11am - 5pm other times by appointment

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/293
2431296839707/
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250 six cylinder, column shift manual transmission, rock solid Arizona car. Has the rare rear jump seats and was being 
redone as a vintage taxi but WAS NOT originally a taxi. It was a private car. Has been stored in my garage for the last 5 years 
with the intention of restoring it to rent for movies (GOOD money, like $350/day and up).
Alas, I have far too many projects, so I’m thinning the herd. Car isn’t shiny, it’s just wet from a good scrub to remove 5 years
worth of dust (see the last picture from earlier this evening). Many new in box parts and spares, including a windshield and 
taxi conversion bits. Fix it up as a driver, or slap the taxi graphics on and draw people into your business with a unique 
vintage Checker out front.
Replacement wiring harness needs installation, so dash is droped and steering shaft is disconnected. I’m told it ran before 
that, but I HAVE NOT tried to start it. Clear title. Easy resto or go custom.
$2500 OBO

Link to Craig’s List
https://washingtondc.craigslist.org/mld/cto/d/faulkner-1966-checker-marathon/7142600659.html

Craig’s List  Advertisement effective 6/28/2020

https://washingtondc.craigslist.org/mld/cto/d/faulkner-1966-checker-marathon/7142600659.html
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1967? Civilian sedan.im only guessing on the year as i
dont know much about these.its mostly complete but 
very rusty,not worth restoring.this looks to have always 
been a civilian model so im guessing that makes it a bit 
rare.it has was i believe is a 327 chevy engine thats
stuck.no title.located near pine river,mn.$1500.Ron 1-
218-821-9669.

1967 Checker Marathon Sedan For Sale $1500

1982 Checker Cab VERY RARE!! In excellent 

condition!! New tires, new battery, too many other 

new parts to list here. Needs very minimum body 

work, and also paint. This is an amazing car!! It was 

my daily driver and has no problems on the road.

https://www.letgo.com/en-us/i/1982-
checker_77f371ea-11aa-489c-9209-ec29f5283217



Next issue an update on 60’s era Checker 
model Mary Jean
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Advertisement

The largest supplier of NOS, Reproduction and Used 

Checker Parts

Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon, Superba and 

Aerobus 602-818-1831

End Photo

Dateline Chicago Aug. 9th 1969 "NOT FOR HIRE" Firemen 
struggle to free Melvin Powell from his mangled taxi after it 
struck a utility pole yesterday on the near south side. After 
30 minutes of cutting, Powell was freed and taken to a 
hospital where his conditions was reported satisfactory. 
There no passengers in the cab at the time f the mishap. AP 
Wirephoto (rle71025tdy)


